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START YOUR OWN

MILK TEA NEGOSYO NOW
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MILK TEA SUPPLIER TRUSTED NATIONWIDE
We are your trusted milk tea supplier for your milk tea business. inJoy brings you premium ingredients and cost efficient milk tea supplies all available for shipping nationwide. We provide the proper assistance for milk tea business starters through our business packages which offer free training online, costings, recipes and strategies on how to cope to the new market behavior.
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inJoy Milk Tea Business Family Package
Rated 4.86 out of 5

₱793.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Milk Tea Business Party Package
Rated 5.00 out of 5

₱1,648.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Milk Tea Business Fiesta Package
Rated 5.00 out of 5

₱3,286.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Milk Tea Business Starter Package
Rated 4.50 out of 5

₱4,228.00

Out of Stock
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TOP SELLER SUPPLIES
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inJoy Tapioca Pearls
₱80.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Wintermelon Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Cookies and Cream Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Okinawa Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Black Forest Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Caramel Sugar Milk Tea
₱123.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Chocolate Milk Tea
₱123.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Dalgona Coffee | Dalgona Candy Flavor
₱112.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Dark Chocolate Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Hazelnut Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Hokkaido Milk Tea
₱155.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Mango Cheesecake
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Matcha Milk Tea
₱155.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Red Velvet Milk Tea
Rated 5.00 out of 5

₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Taro Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Thai Milk Tea | Thai Iced Tea
₱134.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy White Bunny Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Crushed Cookies | For Baking and Beverages
₱134.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy FunFrappe Whipped Cream
₱204.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Kreem Puff
₱109.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Assam Black Tea Leaves | Loose Leaf Tea
₱236.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Winter Melon Fruit Flavored Syrup
₱150.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Sugar Syrup
₱518.00

Out of Stock
 









 



FLOATERS AND SINKERS
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inJoy Kreem Puff
₱109.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Cream Cheese
₱225.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy FunFrappe Whipped Cream
₱204.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Crushed Cookies | For Baking and Beverages
₱134.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Tapioca Pearls
₱80.00

Out of Stock
 









 



MILK TEA EQUIPMENT
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inJoy Hand Mixer
₱1,700.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Funfrappe Charger
₱200.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Funfrappe Whipped Cream Dispenser
₱1,600.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Tapioca Pearl Cooker
₱6,500.00

Out of Stock
 









 



ALL MILK TEA SUPPLIES
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inJoy Taro Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Caramel Sugar Milk Tea
₱123.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Wintermelon Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Cookies and Cream Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Kreem Puff
₱109.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Tapioca Pearls
₱80.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Black Forest Milk Tea
₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Red Velvet Milk Tea
Rated 5.00 out of 5

₱102.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Lychee Fruit Flavored Syrup
₱150.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy Dalgona Coffee | Dalgona Candy Flavor
₱112.00

Out of Stock
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inJoy FunFrappe Whipped Cream
₱204.00

Out of Stock
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Doking Orange Jam
₱340.00

Out of Stock
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Lots ❤ Our Milk Tea Products
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“One stop online marketplace for my milk tea supplies! I was able to purchase all supplies na kailangan ko sa store ko.”

★★★★★

— Nikki Pradas, Malolos, Bulacan



“Thank you for an easy, no hassle transaction. We can now get our milk tea powder supplies without having to call and wait over the phone to have our orders completed. Also, the delivery is fast with their trusted partner-manufacturers and importers!”

★★★★★

— Cathy Yu, Cebu City



“Reliable at maaasahan na bago at dekalidad ang mga supplies kasi direct from the manufacturer talaga sila. Madali pa ang payment transactions sa kanila. Bibili ulit kami kapag madali na maubos ang stock namin.”

★★★★★

— Victor Castro, Pasig City









WE ACCEPT PAYMENT THROUGH

COD | GCASH | CREDIT CARD | ONLINE BANK









TRUSTED MILK TEA SUPPLIER. With an increasing demand for the best milk tea, we offer you a wide variety of trendy and wise-priced ingredients! For your milk tea supply necessities, our portfolio consists of jams and syrups, milk tea powders, premium supplies, tea leaves, and sinkers, as well as equipment and utensils. We are your dependable online milk tea supplier providing you choice ingredients for tasty milk and tea beverages. We supply milk tea ingredients made with imported raw materials that set international standards for our local consumers and in order to ensure you that the formulation is of the best and premium quality. We ensure that there is consistency in every ingredient that brings intense freshness in every flavor for that great tasting milk tea you are serving in your shop. We understand that finding the best quality milk tea supplies can be very difficult. There are always concerns on food safety of the products and logistics reliability. We know the hassle and the risk it takes to get that exact formulation. Worry no more because we are here for you; together we bring the milk tea flavor every customer wants! As a one-stop supplier for all your milk tea needs, we make getting your supplies easily by streamlining the order-to-delivery process (ODP). In this changing times, we aim to help businesses to save time and money — through this innovative platform — and bring you the whole new meaning of efficiency and customer satisfaction! Further, our milk tea business package creates an opportunity for you to build own milk tea business from home, to learn effective online marketing strategies and be able to market your products using the different digital platforms, and to adapt with the new normal.

SEAMLESS TRANSACTION. As an online supplier platform, we are a direct link between milk tea businesses and the manufacturers, importers, retailers and distributors of milk tea products and supplies. This means that we are reducing your business expense, labor cost and saving you time, by directly connecting milk tea business to the nearest partner-supplier. By using this platform, there is no need to worry about shipping and delivery, and agent dealings – we have all these taken care of, and the only effort you need to do is wait for your milk tea supplies to arrive at your doorstep!

INFORMATIVE MILK TEA TRAINING. As part of our mission to become your one-stop shop milk tea supplier, inJoy also offers scheduled seminars in Metro and Mega Manila. In these seminars, we provide insights and knowledge regarding milk tea market data, product information, selection and preparation, how to start a milk tea business, among others. If you’re an enthusiast or interested in establishing a milk tea business but has limited knowledge (or has been dependent on online resources), our team can help you out to provide support for your business. Our milk tea seminar hosts provide informative ways to handle and prepare your milk tea products complete with costings of each recipe idea.

BECOME OUR PARTNER TODAY. We care for your business and we want you to succeed in your milk tea venture. With this, we offer a convenient option to source your milk tea supplies from. We ensure that we deliver the best products in the market today by providing you the flavors that sell. We help you grow your milk tea business. Our customer service care utmost for the best interests of our customers. For your inquiries, please get in touch with our Sales Representative through live chat support, e-mail or the Contact Us and we will make it our priority to make you happy and satisfied. Our live chat support is available between 8AM and 5PM PST Monday to Friday. You may also check our FAQs.

SECURED PAYMENT. We process credit card payment, BPI DOB and Gcash through PayMongo. 
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